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 NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 2021  

As a part of our efforts to keep us all active and engaged in our U3A, our Newsletters are issued 

mostly monthly, and more frequently if circumstances warrant it. In this issue we have as usual a 

short note from the President; an update in living with Covid; our new Hybrid tutorial programme 

for the coming months; short profiles on upcoming tutors; an update on activities; contributions 

from members; biographies of members; and “Smile Corner”. 

 

A Living with Covid-19 World 

 

While accepting that, for some, there may be valid reasons (e.g., health) 
for not getting vaccinated against Covid-19, I sincerely hope that all of 
you have had both injections by now – for your own good as well as that 
of other members and the wider community.   
 
As foreshadowed in our October Newsletter, we have been strongly 
advised by the State Government and U3A Network Victoria to mandate 
double vaccinations for all our members participating in face-to-face 
activities. We will therefore be gradually implementing this policy over 
the coming few weeks, accepting that many of you may be experiencing 
difficulties in accessing and downloading or otherwise acquiring your 
“Proof of Vaccination” certificates. 
 
For assistance in obtaining your certificates, you can contact the 
Warrnambool Library or of course Centrelink. Some of our members 
with appropriate IT skills have also offered to assist. If you would like to 
take up this offer, please contact either myself or any other Committee 
member. Finally, another member has indicated that you can use the 
Australian Immunisation Register number, 1800 653 809. You will need 
to provide a variety of proofs of identity, but apparently, they are very 
helpful and efficient, and the Certificates arrive by mail within a week.  
 
Pending everyone having acquired their Certificates, we’ll rely on your 
honesty in admitting you to our activities in Hammond Centre. 
Eventually, we will establish an entry in our members data base on 
vaccination status, so that from then on, you’ll not be required to show 
proof for every activity. This information will, of course, be deleted from 
the data base once the Covid crisis ends. 
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President’s column 
 

As we near the end of our second year of living under various Covid-19 lockdown 

regimes, perhaps we should be thankful that we survived at all. However, I think that 

we can be more upbeat than that – we did not just survive but prospered in various 

ways. We were able to continue virtually all our face-to-face classes and activities, 

except for the external excursions and music recitals, albeit with gaps during lockdowns. And, very 

importantly, our excellent tutorial programme continued uninterrupted, thanks to the forbearance 

and hard work put in by the wonderful tutors, both local and zoomed in from elsewhere. We are 

now in the process of upgrading our website, in particular to include a “members only” area with a 

library of past tutorials, and a Facebook page, to enhance our public profile and hopefully attract 

new members. 

 

The Committee has now begun work on putting together a programme for 2022, where all indicators 

show that we will be able to return to full face to face operations in the new “Living with Covid 

World”, especially as, I believe, virtually all of you are now fully vaccinated. We already have some 

ideas (and offers) for new classes and are looking to modify the way the tutorial programme is rolled 

out, to make it more interesting, challenging, and inclusive of everyone. I intend to publish one final 

(for 2021), reduced, Newsletter in December, to introduce you to some of what is planned for next 

year, and again to seek your feedback. So, watch this space! 

 

Hybrid tutorials 

Whenever the numbers of people who are allowed to gather indoors (with appropriate distancing) 

permits, the tutorial series this year are hybrid combinations of face to face with zoom. This allows 

for external tutors to talk to us over zoom, projected onto a big screen in the tutorial room, and also 

allows tutors physically present in the room to be streamed to participants who are unable to be 

present in person. If there are further restrictions on gathering indoors, we will of course revert to 

pure zoom presentations. Zoom invitations will, in any case, be issued for all tutorials except where 

stated otherwise.  

1 November. Dan Ierodiaconou 
 
Voyages of discovery along Victoria’s coast and beyond. 
Daniel is a cutting-edge researcher using novel techniques 
(e.g., drones and sonar) to map and understand our coastal 
and underwater environments.  He has an intimate 
knowledge of the historical and contemporary changes to our 
coastline and his talks are visually powerful and sure to leave 
you with a much greater understanding of what lies beyond 
our shorelines. His research finds practical application in the 
management of our marine flora and fauna and in 
understanding how the coastline is changing over time, and 
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how we can best adapt to the coming challenges of rising sea levels, changing wave climate and 
impact on coastal processes and biodiversity. 
 

8 November. Gerry Engwerda 
 
Turkey – revisiting the Ottoman Empire. Turkey under Erdogan has played an increasingly 
assertive role in the Middle East, the Balkans and North Africa. Is it an attempt to recreate the 
Ottoman Empire and if so, how are its neighbours reacting to Erdogan’s push for a greater role 
for Turkey in regional and international affairs? 
 

15 November. Bruce Key 
 
Sustainability. Each session, Bruce will address a range 
of issues related to sustainability and invite discussion 
around these. 
 

22 November. Dick Whitaker 
 
Neanderthal Man – our close cousin. In 1829 and 1848 ancient skeletal remains of heavily 
built “humanoid type” creatures were discovered in Belgium and Gibraltar, triggering massive 
scientific interest. Then in 1856, in the Neanderthal Valley in Westphalia, Germany, further 
remains of the same type were identified and given the name “Neanderthal Man”. 
 
For the first time, scientists realised that it was likely that another type of archaic human 
existed many millennia ago running parallel with our own species – that of Homo Sapiens. For 
some unknown reason Neanderthal Man had died out, leaving Homo Sapiens to develop, 
unopposed, into the modern human being. 
  
This discovery led to great scientific debate about the origins of Neanderthal Man and reasons 
for his possible demise. Further it promoted discussion about a fundamental question - what 
defines a human being? These discussions continue today. 
 

29 November. John Sherwood 
 
Geology of Western Victoria 2. It’s hard for us to imagine our presently peaceful landscape as one in 

which earthquakes and volcanic eruptions have been common events yet there are hundreds of 

volcanoes mapped across western Victoria (and a few in southeast South Australia). This is a 

dormant, not extinct, volcanic field, and a large one on a world scale. Features which are well 

preserved on the younger volcanoes reveal much about the nature of the eruptions. Vulcanologists 

are now getting a better understanding of the size of the eruptions and the risks a future event 

might pose to a wide area of southeast Australia. 

 

6 December. Gerry Engwerda 

The Arab World after the Arab Spring. In 2011 street protests erupted in the streets of North Africa 

and the Arab world in the Middle East. Most of these protests failed to achieve new societies as the 

old guard tightened their grip. However, are we due for another Arab Spring, this time driven by a 

vast young population that wants competence, transparency, and a normal country to live in? We 

will look at North Africa, Lebanon and others to see how this might turn out. 
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Tutor Profiles 
 

Dick Whitaker. After graduating from Monash University in Science in 1968, Dick was conscripted 

and served two years in the Army, ending his military career as an infantry junior officer with 5th 

Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment. He joined the Bureau of Meteorology soon after and began 

a public service career that would last some thirty-one years. 

Dick left the Bureau in 2002, but never lost the “weather bug” and came out of retirement to begin 

his own meteorological consultancy business. He was Chief Meteorologist with Sky News Weather 

up until 2016 and appeared regularly on radio and television. He remains very interested in history 

and meteorological education, particularly through television, radio, and books, and has been 

author, co-author and consultant editor of seventeen books about the weather, including 

publications for Time-Life and Reader’s Digest.  

Dick is an experienced lecturer and has delivered numerous lectures on history and the weather to 

such groups as Probus, Rotary, Libraries, U3A, bushfire brigades, historical societies, schools and 

business groups. 

John Sherwood. John has held an Honorary Associate Professor position since his retirement from 

Deakin University in 2010. He has professional and personal interests in environmental science in its 

many forms. His particular research interests are in the chemical and earth sciences of Southwest 

Victoria. 

Gerry Engwerda. I am a retired High School teacher. In my 43 years in the classroom, I taught 

English, History and International Relations and as well worked part time for Latrobe University. I am 

now happily retired in Yackandandah where we, (my wife, Ellen and I), have lived for the past 40 

years. We have four children and ten grandchildren who take up all the time not taken by U3A. I am 

an aviation enthusiast and a terribly average cook who likes nothing better than to be left alone with 

a nice glass of red and a good book. 

Bruce Key. Bruce is a retired land surveyor, having spent twenty years 

in the water industry and the remainder in land development and map 

making. In addition to working in Australia Bruce also worked on 

projects in Ethiopia and The Philippines.  He has been involved with 

U3A for about ten years.  For the past five years he has been 

coordinator of the Sustainability class at Albury-Wodonga, a role he 

inherited when the previous coordinator died.  His qualifications could 

be summarised as ‘enthusiastic amateur’. 

Daniel Ierodiaconou. Dan is an experienced marine ecologist and 

Associate Professor in Marine Science at Deakin University (based at 

Warrnambool). He employs multi-disciplinary approaches to improve 

our understanding of terrestrial and coastal processes, evaluation of 

marine reserves and improve marine ecosystem-based management. 

He is a principal scientist for the Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program. He leads the Deakin Marine 

Mapping Group and has developed new techniques to map our coasts and oceans, providing an 

accurate and comprehensive picture of coastal processes and life and the diversity of marine 

environments 
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Classes  

Book Editing and Publishing Class – Janet Blagg – 2:30pm Tuesdays, 10th August - 5th October. 

Writing + Editing + Reading + Language. Janet led a group of us into the cutting-edges of our 

language, towards making it the best it can be. Clear, strong, definite. Say what you mean – mean 

what you say. Why write if it doesn’t carry your wisdom? Towards our mastery of our language, 

beyond letting it master us.  

Leading us through discussions of what we like and don’t like – words, phrases, punctuation, 

grammar, style, imagination. Reading critically – really looking at how it’s written. Childrens books 

for young and old. Grammatical fundament – what best conveys what you want to say? Editing and 

publishing – how the process from writing to reading works. The loneliness of being 

unacknowledged. Extracting the Dick out of Dictionary – being respectful to each and every reader, 

whomsoever that may be. Creative writing – getting hold of imagination, making connections with 

readers. There were plenty of differing views, challenges. Respect and shared interest. Heaps of 

communication and learning, some fun, the feeling of belonging in a group of really interested and 

interesting people. 

What did I get out of it? I think it’s our language that’s got us here, where we are today. From Rift-

valley Ape-humanity to Humanity-colonising-the-whole-world. Language begat humanity – raised, 

carried, uplifted us. Goes on like a living thing evolving adapting and extending us, extending our 

knowledge, cultures, humours, boundaries. We’ve surpassed survival, we have tough stuff to talk 

about – like addressing overpopulation – to rein ourselves in. We’ve got to talk better. Before we’ve 

killed the golden goose .. – we’ve really got to talk, to write, to read. 

Thank you all, I really enjoyed being part of it. Time now for me to boldly go.  

 

Cheers – Laxon Fowler 

 

Postscript: Many, many thanks to Janet from myself personally, as 

president, editor and participant in the class. It was truly a 

wonderful experience as Laxon so eloquently describes. We owe 

you a lot for this, Janet, and I really do hope that you can return in 

2022 with something related, to stimulate and enthral us anew. 

Peter Dexter 

 

Activities 

With the glitch from the imposition of lockdown, the majority of our activities beyond the tutorial 

programme were suspended temporarily. However, with the agreement of the Christ Church 

authorities, we have been able to transfer some of these to the Hammond Centre for the remainder 

of 2021. 

Fine Music Appreciation 
 
The Haydn session was able to go ahead on Sun 31 Oct with delicious cheesecake afterwards. The 
November session will be on Sunday 21 November at 2pm at 240 Lava Street and will be all about 
the early music of Mozart. Another session about the rest of Mozart's career is being planned for 
early December. 
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Peter Hankinson 
 
The following reports are by Barbara Phipps. 

Book Club 
 
It was an unexpected theme of hardship that emerged from members bringing a book of their own 
choice. Robyn’s book was about the building of the Great Ocean Road. One telling point being that 
the workers were paid ten shillings and sixpence, the shillings paid for their food, so the wages were 
sixpence. Elizabeth’s book was about William Buckley, an escaped convict, who was befriended by 
the aborigines with whom he lived from 1803 to 1835. Some people think the phrase “Buckley’s 
luck” is associated with him. Barbara’s book was a saga about a fire brand missionary and his family 
in Belgian Congo, prior to after independence. 
 

Cryptics 
 
It was a pleasure to have Robin Southey with us again. The Sunday puzzle is proving to be the more 
difficult of the two we tackle. The unfinished one is taken home for further lateral thinking. 
We will continue meeting at the Hammond centre for this year. Thus the 2nd and 4th Monday 
afternoons in November but only the 2nd Monday in December. 
 

Film Appreciation - The Barchester Chronicles. 
 
Members were pleased to see that Mr Slope had his due reward at Puddingdale. He left Mrs Proudie 
and the Bishop with the curse “May you both live forever”. Eleanor found true love and Mr Hardy, a 
saintly man, was toasted. A very satisfying conclusion to the Barchester Chronicles. 
  
It was suggested that film appreciation continue next year. This could be on the first Sunday 
afternoon in the month at a venue to be determined. 
 

 Mah-jong 
 
Currently Peter, Noeleen, Elvie, Robyn, Judy and Barbara play. We hope to have David join us again 
soon. It would be a pleasure to introduce newcomers to this interesting game. 
 
As with other group activities we will continue to play at the Hammond Centre for November and 
then only the first two Tuesday mornings in December. 
 

Live Music and Excursions 

We had been planning two or more live music events, including at least one piano recital by Anita 

Hoekstra and a concert by the Tin Shed Singers.  

Sadly, because of the various Covid lockdowns, the recital by Anita planned for 4 June had to be 

postponed. We will let everyone enrolled for this know if and when it can be rescheduled. Most 

probably this will now be in 2022. 

A number of excursions were being planned, as indicated in the Activity Guide. Again, these will be 

undertaken if and when it is allowed. If this does not get to occur this year, then surely we will be 

able to reschedule them in the 2022 programme. One of these will certainly be to Budj Bim. 
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We know that several of you are interested in the History Walk, which was originally proposed for 

early 2020 and then postponed many times through Covid. Janet Macdonald tells us that she is 

ready to do this guided walk in Warrnambool streets as soon as restrictions allow. We will notify 

everyone as soon as this possibility arrives, even at short notice. 

Classes and Activities for 2022  

An update, and hopefully a broad outline of these will be provided in the short December 

Newsletter. 

 

An enhanced online presence for U3A Warrnambool 

For those of you who attended our information session in 

Hammond on our enhanced website and Facebook page, you will 

know what is now underway, and many thanks to all of you for 

your interest and input. I hope that both will be published on the 

web by sometime in November, so that we can enhance our 

visibility to the community and hopefully attract new members. 

As part of this process, we have created 3 new email accounts, 

specifically for contacting the president, webmaster, or for 

communications dealing with our zoom/hybrid tutorials. See the 

end of this Newsletter for details. 

Contributions 

This month we have a delightful contribution by one of our members, with another in line for the 

December issue. The first is from Owen Martin, who, you might recall, gave us some time ago a 

harrowing account of long-distance “express” bus travel in India. Owen is a practicing Buddhist, who 

has spent several years studying at monasteries in India and Nepal. His offering this time is a 

vignette of life in a Nepalese Buddhist monastery. 

Reflections on Life in a Buddhist Monastery 
Nepal 2016/17 

 
Owen Martin 

 
Here I am at Kathmandu International Airport, voted as the third worst 
International Gateway in the world - I believe Nigeria gets gold. It 
immediately gives me a flashback to Indira Gandhi Delhi and Kolkata nearly 
20 years ago with their resident rats and cats strolling around in the general 
area, much like a scenario from an end of world movie; rubbish strewn 
around broken fixtures, a frenzy of people scrabbling around looking for their 
bags and or lost children. 
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I eventually rescued my bag now damaged from the semi-functional baggage carrousel. Security at 
immigration, being one bloke in uniform just standing in the middle of a stream of departing 
passengers, waved me through as I fumbled around dropping passport, tickets and so on. On my 
return in 2017 security now has an x-ray machine on the exit area where security checks are carried 
out on passenger baggage. Maybe it was the same bloke, as I got ready for shoes off, belt off, and all 
the usual blah blah but nah, he said I trust you have a nice stay as he waved me through. Just outside 
the terminal Lobsang Samten a monk from Shelkar 
monastery waited for me.  
 
Lobsang organised a taxi for the monastery. After 
sweet tea and kapschi (a very tasty, deep-fried 
batter covered in icing sugar and frowned on by 
health types) I then was shown my room by 
another monk Sonam Tenzin. The monk who 
normally was in this room was at Sera monastery 
South India for study for the next 2 years, so now a 
whole room just for me, no sharing as he was a senior Lama. I had my own bathroom nearby in a 
large empty spare room used for visiting monk groups, so very special as monks share communal 
bathroom and toilets, which can get rather confronting. 
 
During my stay over the next 5 months, I had the same meals as monks, provided from the cook in 
the monastery kitchen. Basically, rice and dahl or for variety rice with extra dahl. Sometimes for a 
surprise it would be for breakfast, adding more variety! To be honest we did have specials meal days 
with Dhau a fabulous, fermented yoghurt and sometimes a banana or a boiled egg being handed out 
one at a time by the very surly grumpy officious cook. 
 
Other times we had vegetables triple boiled to mush, occasionally a sponsor (me also) provided for a 
whole day of great nosh for all the 90 monks for about 11000 Nr. ($140, normally costing $60.)  
I attended morning prayers or special practice (puja) on most days from around 5.00 am for an hour 
to 3 hours depending, many times the monks would do practice all day and sometimes into the 
night, with only a short break now and again. The novice monks seated in the lotus position, where I 
sat as they did on the floor with a cushion, were intrigued, as I was the only outsider. The monastery 
is not on the tourist bucket list and basically closed off to the public. 
  
The novice monks were like all boys, busy fiddling around going to sleep, making stupid faces at me 
like sticking dried noodles in ears up nose and in mouth from a bag secreted in their very grimy 
robes. They would do Foo Man Choo at me whilst playing with the cockroaches roaming around. 
Of course, there was always the quota of boy monks being very studious and not getting involved. 
The disciplinarian (Tuuku) a very tall monk in special robes was always on patrol as he walked very 
quietly up and down the aisles of monks; occasionally there would be a distinct crack as he caught a 
monk, young or old, being inattentive, sleeping, disrespectful or a very naught Foo Man Choo; then 
an almighty wallop back hander or clenched fist would ensue. He also scared me. If I left early, I 
would request to him for the nod permitting me to leave. I think the seniors were easing him out of 
his role as he really was very enthusiastic and frankly bloody terrifying. 
 
Later in my stay a woman from Spain arrived who worked on the monastery IT, as the Abbot decided 
it was time to join the modern world. Clara is a good friend now as she trains young local girls and 
nurses where they visit remote villages teaching girls hygiene and respect from the family, so these 
girls are then empowered. This is helping to stop the appalling practice of Chaupadi. Clara and her 
crew are getting an amazing and positive response, and now have agreement from the Nepali 
government and are approved as an NGO. 
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Occasionally my sleep would be disturbed by the odd cockroach scuttling about my bed in amongst 
the covers, so one day I had had enough and did the big clean up. So off with the covers out with the 
horsehair mattress being about as comfortable as the floor. I shook my grimy pillows and a host of 
the critters fluttered out. Then I belted and shook the life out of the covers over the front stair rail, 
other creatures emerged by the hundreds out of the joins, seams and folds of the covers. I sprayed 
with some deadly toxic no doubt delisted or banned in Australia. I put aside kindness to another 
sentient creature on this occasion. 
 
I showed Tenzin these little sentients, he just said its OK, they are not bed bugs, and they mean no 
harm so don’t worry as he inspected closely these little critters like tiny lady birds. He added that my 
toxic spray has no effect whatever, and is possibly enjoyable, laughing as he wandered off. 
 
I used to sneak into the kitchen when cook the grumpy, was out and chat to his gopher, get some 
hot water or snitch maybe an onion or a tomato for my stash back in my cell. The kitchen was below 
ground fronting the usual dump and polluted creek. The kitchen was very dark and gloomy with 
huge cauldrons of bubbling rice and vegetable mush, the odd very scary monastery dog like you see 
in the movies would be snoozing on the floor in the warmth or scoffing scraps out of the refuse bins, 
so I was always careful not to be in the way of their munching. One day I was not paying attention 
and as I descended the steps into the kitchen dungeon I skidded and crashed my way down the 
stairs arriving on the kitchen floor flat on my back. The floor and stairs being covered in slime and 
grease, occasionally a very intense clean-up was done. Hosing out scrubbing and disinfected as a 
token gesture of good food management plus health and hygiene. My monk friend in Australia, who 
arranged for my stay at Shelkar said just like a Tibet Monastery Owen, it is good for you. 
 
I did enjoy being at Shelkar, the monks were very kind and a happy bunch going about their 
devotions without visitors taking photos and asking silly questions, aside from me! During the 
earthquake the year before they sheltered 500 locals, feeding and caring for many weeks from any 
community or location without question. 
 
During my stay I did not go outside the location and only the odd visit to the sacred nearby stupa at 
Boudhnath. No trekking, no sightseeing of must-see locations at Kathmandu or Nepal. I was invited 
on occasion by foreigners to visit remote villages in the hinterland to help in their communities, but I 
declined politely with no reason offered. Previously I had decided, with hindsight from the past 20 

odd years of living in India and Nepal, years where I 
wished I had had no involvement, having experienced 
so many situations where well-meaning assistance has 
had detrimental results. I wished no more complexity 
with my life, having my own goddaughter Sonam then 
at school in India, which basically committed all my 
time and resources for her wellbeing. 
 
Towards the end of my stay, I got very unwell, 
probably due to my poor diet and living conditions 
plus toxic overload due to pollution, according to my 
doctor back in Bendigo. He was an Indian gentleman. 

It was my most difficult time in all my stays since 2000 when I first started visiting and then living in 
India at another monastery for 5 years. It was good for me and worth my efforts, it gave me time to 
reconsider and reflect. I was so fortunate to be invited to attend private Buddhist teachings and 
informal discussions by very senior monks and nuns along with a fortunate few other invited 
outsiders. A wonderful and unforgettable time was to accompany the most senior (reverend) monk 
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for the entire Vietnamese community for Australia, with his personal attendants, to the vista of the 
Hundred Hills (mountains for us) a panoramic view of the Himalayan ranges on the Tibetan border 
located at a remote part of the bucket list, around 4000 metres, at sunrise. The previous night we 
camped in the high alpine forest just below in tents in darkness with log fires for light, eating 
fabulous food offered by the local villagers who quietly attended. Our lights were lanterns, and the 
latrine was a hole in the ground without cover for those brave and desperate enough. 
That night I slept in all my clothes including boots jammed into my sleeping bag and covered with 
heavy blankets. I asked one of the local villagers: if seriously ill what happens? We use our local 
herbs and so on being his response. What about a really serious situation? They die or if we are 
quick enough, we carry them on our backs to the nearest basic health centre that may be a few days. 
No helicopter service, no working phone service most times of the year when we are snowed in or 
out. It gave me stronger values regarding my sons Kristian and Luke along with family and friends in 
Australia. 
 
It constantly amazes me how indulged, spoilt and pampered we are with or without the current 
pandemic. We are so fortunate and must bless our good fortune. I am so thankful; it’s not about me 
with our current pandemic situation; it’s about others; when I am confronted by yet another QAnon 
my reply being, it’s also about the medical workers and support people coping with appalling work 
conditions plus disgraceful behaviour and expectations of many in our community. Living in India 
and Nepal is being Humanist. 
 
I am returning to Kathmandu, being now linked to the NGO, and my wonderful Sonam soon will be 
ready to graduate in community health, with 
a work visa to Canadian Health Ontario; or 
alternatively with a work visa for health 
education officer for young women’s health 
and Covid Kathmandu. 
I am happy for her outcome even if she 
chooses Canada.  
 
The photo from the foreground looking 
towards rolling alpine hills and meadows, the 
middle ground being a deep valley with lower 
cloud cover. To the far distance is the 
panorama of the Hundred Hills being the edge 
of the Tibetan Plateau.  
  
 

Member Profiles 
 
Bill and Judy Gardner 
 
Bill grew up at Lilydale, and Judy near Camperdown 
where her family were dairy farmers. We met while 
undertaking the degree in Agricultural Science at 
Melbourne University, both graduating in 1974. Jude 
travelled to NZ and worked on the Ruakura dairy 
Research farm, while Bill went farming at Hay in NSW.  
We married in 1974 and farmed in Hay until 1978 when 
we moved back to Melbourne with Bill doing his PhD at 
Melbourne University. Our first child was born in Hay, our second in Melbourne and the third in 
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Horsham where we moved in 1982. While living in Melbourne, Jude continued to study for an Arts 
degree with Deakin University by correspondence. She graduated years later, after studying and 
moving house with young family. She held various short-term jobs in science including a stint at a 
mineral sands mine nearby; she helped build our consultancy business and run the office. 
 
 Bill worked as a research agronomist with the Department of Agriculture until 1994 when he 
became a private farm consultant. That year we bought a small farm at Laharum near the Grampians 
running prime lambs and cropping cereals, canola and beans. Finally, we have retired from the 
farming part of our life in March of this year to enjoy a milder climate in Warrnambool.  
 
   We have enjoyed travel and hiking trips in New Zealand, China, Egypt, and Europe, catching 
up with a daughter working in the Philippines, and hope to do some more travel in the future. 
Meanwhile a small van has enabled us to get about in Victoria and other parts of Australia! 
 
 Various research interests have been pursued over the years, with an emphasis on chemistry 
and soil science. We have always been interested in the natural world and Jude has good plant skills 
while Bill is developing an interest in geology and physics.  
 

Smile Corner 
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U3A Warrnambool Committee 
 
President: Peter Dexter 0417 431 277 
Vice-President: Barbara Phipps 0403 849 366 

Secretary/Treasurer: Peter Hankinson 0423 317 740 

Members: Fay Armstrong 0401 952 789, Barrie Baker 0408 554 814, Robyn Harlock 0405 087 552, 

Bill Gardner 0438 838 288 

Newsletter Editor: Peter Dexter plsinoz@gmail.com 

 
Other contacts 
 
For general U3A matters: president@u3awarrnambool.org.au; secretary@u3awarrnambool.org.au  
For matters regarding our web presence: webmaster@u3awarnambool.org.au 
For matters relating to our zoom/hybrid tutorials: zoom@u3awarrnambool.org.au 
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